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Azimuthal correlations of  pions are studied with the quantum molecular dynamics model.  Pions are 
preferentially  emitted perpendicular  to the reaction  plane.  Our  analysis shows  that  this anisotropy is 
dominated by  pion  absorption on  the spectator matter in the reaction plane.  Pions emitted perpendicular 
to the reaction plane undergo less rescattering than those emitted in the reaction plane and might there- 
fore be  more sensitive to the early hot and dense reaction phase. 
PACS numbers:  25.75.+r 
The successful  and  timely  completion  of  new  experi- 
mental  facilities  at  Darmstadt  (GSI)  and  Berkeley 
(LBL) allows for the first time the experimental investi- 
gation  of  correlations  of  secondary  particles-pions  and 
other  mesons-with  the  outgoing  baryon  resonance 
matter.  This is  important to probe the properties of  hot 
and  dense  baryon-rich  matter  in  heavy-ion  collisions 
11-81.  It  has  been  thought  that  the  pion  multiplicity 
reflects  the thermal energy per nucleon in  addition to the 
compressional  energy  of  high  nuclear  density  19,101. 
However, the large cross section for pion-nucleon  interac- 
tions  in  the intermediate  and  later  phases  of  heavy-ion 
collisions  has  severely  hampered  the  usefulness  of  pion 
spectra in  the investigation of  nuclear properties and re- 
action dynamics.  The new experimental 477  setups at two 
of  the  major  heavy-ion  research  facilities,  GSI  (FOPI, 
KaoS, TAPS) and LBL (TPC), enable the investigation 
of  the emission  Pattern  and correlations of  primary  and 
secondary  particles  in  a far more detailed manner  than 
ever before. 
The hydrodynamical model predicts a bounceoff of  nu- 
clear matter in  the reaction  plane  11 1,121 which  has ex- 
perimentally  indeed  been  discovered  [  1 3,141.  We have 
demonstrated  recently  that  strong  anticorrelations  of 
pions  vs  baryons  must be expected in  the reaction  plane, 
using  a  Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck  (VUU) model  1151. 
At  higher  energies  indications  for  this  anticorrelation 
have now been observed  11 6,171. 
In  this  Letter  we  study  the  azimuthal  correlation  of 
pions emitted in  collisions of  Au+Au  at a beam energy of 
1  GeV/nucleon.  For  our investigation we  use  an exten- 
sion  of  the quantum molecular dynamics  (QMD) model 
11 8-2 11  which  explicitly  incorporates  isospin  and  pion 
production via the delta resonance  (IQMD) [22-241.  In 
the QMD model  the nucleons are represented  by  Gauss- 
ian shaped density distributions.  They are initialized in a 
sphere of  radius R =  1.14A 'I3  fm, according to the liquid 
drop  model.  Each  nucleon  is  supposed  to  occupy  a 
volume of  h 3,  SO that the phase space is uniformly filled. 
The initial momenta are randomly chosen between  0 and 
the local Thomas-Fermi momentum.  The Ap and AT nu- 
cleons interact via  two- and three-body Skyrme forces, a 
Yukawa  potential,  momentum-dependent  interactions,  a 
symmetry potential  (to achieve a correct distribution  of 
protons  and  neutrons  in  the  nucleus),  and  explicit 
Coulomb forces  between  the Zp  and ZT protons.  They 
are  propagated  according  to  Hamilton's  equations  of 
motion.  Hard N-N collisions are included  by  employing 
the  collision  term  of  the  well  known  VUU/BUU 
(Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck)  equation  [5,25-281. 
The collisions are done stochastically, in  a similar way as 
in  the  cascade  models  [29,301.  In  addition, the  Pauli 
blocking  (for the final state) is taken  into account by re- 
garding the phase space densities in  the final  states of  a 
two-body collision. 
Pions are treated in the IQMD model via the delta res- 
onance.  The  following  inelastic  reactions  are explicitly 
taken  into account:  (a) NN-  AN  (hard A production), 
(b)  A-  Nx (A decay),  (C) AN-  NN  (A absorption), 
and (d) Nn-  A (soft A production).  Experimental cross 
sections are used  for processes  (a) and  (d)  1311; for the 
delta absorption, process  (C), we  use  a modified  detailed 
balance  formula  1321  which  takes the finite width  of  the 
delta resonance into account.  A mass-dependent  A decay 
width has been taken from 1331.  In between these inelas- 
tic reactions pions  are propagated  on  curved trajectories 
with  Coulomb  forces  acting  upon  them.  The different 
isospin channels are taken  into account  using  the respec- 
tive Clebsch-Gordan coefficients: 
After a pion is produced  (be it free or bound in  a delta), 
its fate is governed by two distinct processes:  (1) absorp- 
tion,  xNN-  AN-  NN  and  (2)  scattering,  xN-  A  -  7cN. 
Now  let  us  investigate particle  emission perpendicular 
to  the  reaction  plane.  The hydrodynamical  model  pre- 
dicted a squeezeout of  high energetic nucleons perpendic- 
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ular  to the reaction  plane  [5,34,351.  This effect, which 
has  also been  predicted  by  QMD calculations  [221  and 
has been confirmed by experiment 1361, is due to the high 
cornpression  of  nuclear  matter  in  the  central  hot  and 
dense reaction Zone  (it is a genuinely collective effect, in- 
creasing linearly with A). 
Do pions show a similar behavior?  The azimuthal  (P) 
distribution of  the pions is plotted to investigate this ques- 
tion.  <p  is  the angle between  the transverse mornentum 
vector  p,  and the X axis (which lies in  the reaction plane 
and  is  perpendicular  to  the  beam  axis).  Thus  p=OO 
denotes  the  projectile  hemisphere  and  (p =  180"  corre- 
sponds to the target hernisphere. 
Figure  1  shows the respective distributions for neutral 
pions in the transverse mornentum bins pt 5 50 MeV and 
p, 2  400 MeV at a minimum bias irnpact parameter dis- 
tribution.  The distributions have been  normalized  in  or- 
der  to  fit  into the  Same  figure.  The analysis  was  per- 
formed at 0" to 180" and then symmetrized for  180" to 
360".  The plotted  distributions have been  extracted  by 
fitting the calculated points  (shown  for the high pt  bin) 
according  to  the  function  a [l +  bcos(q?)  +ccos(2q?)]. 
The azimuthal  angular distribution  for  n0 with  low  pt 
shows maxima at P =0° and <p =  180" corresponding to a 
preferential  emission  in  the reaction  plane.  The high p, 
nO,  however,  show  a  rnaximum  at <p=90°.  This  max- 
rrO with pt 5 50 hlcV 
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FIG.  1.  Normalized  azimuthal angular distribution  dN/d<p 
for n0  with low and high transverse momentum p, at midrapidi- 
ty  in  the reaction  Au(lA GeV)Au and  minimum  bias impact 
parameter distribution.  The points were fitted according to the 
function  a  [I +bcos(@)+ccos(2@)1. The maximum at P-90° 
corresponds  to a preferential emission of  high p,  pions perpen- 
dicular to the reaction plane.  This is due to pion  absorption by 
large pieces of  baryonic spectator matter located predominantly 
in  the reaction  plane.  Perpendicular  to the plane  there  is  no 
such spectator matter and pions with high p, can leave the reac- 
tion Zone without further interaction.  Low p,  pions have rescat- 
tered  more often, which  is only  possible  in  the reaction plane. 
The inset shows data from the TAPS Collaboration for the re- 
gion 400 5  pl 5  600 MeV and midrapidity. 
imum  is  associated  with  preferential  particle  ernission 
perpendicular to the reaction plane.  The inset shows data 
from  the  TAPS Collaboration  [371  for  the  region  400 
Ip,  5 600 MeV  and midrapidity.  We observe a  good 
qualitative agreement between  the theoretical prediction 
and  the experiment.  It  should  be  noted,  however, that 
both theory and experiment need much better statistics to 
allow a conclusive comparison. 
The  magnitude  of  the  observed  anisotropy  and  its 
dependence on  impact parameter and transverse momen- 
turn is best studied by using the following ratio: 
For Rmtlin  values greater than  1, pions are emitted pref- 
erentially  perpendicular to the reaction  plane.  Figure 2 
shows the transverse momentum dependence of  Rmtli,  for 
Au+Au  collisions with  an impact Parameter of  b =6 fm: 
In  contrast  to  pions  with  low  transverse  momentum, 
which  are emitted  preferentially  in  the  reaction  plane, 
high pt  pions are preferentially  emitted perpendicular to 
the reaction plane.  This effect is stronger for n+ than for  - 
n  .  The differente is  due to the different  rrN-  A  pro- 
duction Cross section for n+ and n- and due to Coulomb 
forces  pushing  the n+ away  from  the spectator  matter 
which  is located rnostly in the reaction plane.  The n- on 
the other hand are being attracted by those spectator pro- 
tons.  These effects decrease the nurnber  of  n- leaving 
the reaction Zone in a direction perpendicular to the reac- 
tion  plane.  Recent measurements  from the KaoS Colla- 
boration  1381  confirm  the  systematic  of  the pt  depen- 
dence. 
We have investigated the cause of the observed  prefer- 
FIG. 2.  Squeezeout ratio R„t/in versus transverse momentum 
pr for n+  and n-.  Pions with p, 2  300 MeV are preferentially 
emitted  perpendicular  to  the  reaction  plane.  Pions  with 
p, 5 100 MeV are rather emitted in the reaction plane because 
they have undergone frequent rescattering, which can only hap- 
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ential emission perpendicular  to the reaction plane:  Pion 
absorption  as  well  as  scattering  can  be  eliminated  by 
deactivating tlie reaction  ZN-  A; then  no squeezeout is 
observed. 
In  order to decide whether the anisotropy is caused by 
absorption or by scattering the reaction AN -  NN can be 
deactivated.  Thus  pion  absorption  is  suppressed  but 
scattering is  allowed:  No anisotropy is observed.  There- 
fore we conclude that the anisotropy is dominated by the 
pion absorption process 1391. 
The  impact  parameter  dependence  of  the  azimuthal 
anisotropy is shown in  Fig. 3 for n+  and TC-.  No prefer- 
ential emission  is  observed  for central collisions; the an- 
isotrop~  increases with  the  impact  parameter.  This be- 
havior Stresses the importance of  spectator matter for the 
observed effect.  We conclude that the preferential  emis- 
sion of  high p, pions perpendicular  to the reaction  plane 
Sterns from  pion  absorption  by  large pieces  of  baryonic 
spectator  matter  located  predominantly  in  the reaction 
plane.  Perpendicular to the plane there is no such specta- 
tor matter and pions with  high p,  can leave the reaction 
Zone  without  further interaction.  In  the reaction  plane 
pions  are likely  to scatter  several  times.  This causes  a 
loss  of  transverse  momentum.  Therefore we  observe an 
excess of low p, pions in the reaction plane. 
Figure 4 shows the distribution  of  the number of  delta 
generations n~ a pion  goes through  before its freezeout. 
Here  n~  is  shown  for  Z+ emitted  both  in  the  reaction 
plane  as weil  as perpendicular to it.  n~-  l  is  therefore 
the number of times a pion scatters before freezeout.  We 
observe  that 90% of  the produced  pions  scatter  at least 
FIG.  3.  Squeezeout ratio Rmt/i, versus impact parameter for 
IT+ and  X- with  a  transverse  momentum cut p, 2  200  MeV. 
The anisotropy is more pronounced  at large impact parameters. 
This is due to the anisotropy caused by pion absorption by large 
pieces of baryonic spectator matter which do not exist for small 
impact  Parameters.  The  differente  between  rr+  and  K- is 
caused by the different ZN+ A production cross section for n+ 
and K- and by Coulomb forces. 
0.70 
0.60 
once before leaving the reaction zone.  A large number of 
pions  scatter even  more often,  2%  up to  10 times.  The 
observed preferential  emission perpendicular  to the reac- 
tion  plane is due to an excess of  high p,  pions which  on 
the average have undergone fewer collisions (5  2) than 
the pions in  plane.  Those pions which  make this effect do 
rescatter rarely; they are emitted early but carry informa- 
tion on  the high density phase of  the reaction.  They stem 
from  the  decay  of  the  most  massive  delta  resonances 
which  are  rnostly  produced  early  on  in  the  reaction. 
Therefore  high  p,  pions  emitted  perpendicular  to  the 
event plane should be the most  sensitive pionic probes for 
the investigation of the hot and early reaction  zone. 
The  calculations  presented  in  this  Letter  were  per- 
formed on  a Fujitsu  VP  supercomputer which  is compa- 
rable to a Cray Y-MP and required  100 CPU hours.  It 
will  be  interesting  to  study  the  dependence  of  the ob- 
served  azimuthal anisotropy on  the projectile energy and 
mass.  We will  do this  in  a  forthcoming  publication  as 
soon as the necessary CPU time is available. 
It is important to note that the preferential emission of 
pions  perpendicular  to  the  reaction  plane  addresses 
different physical  concepts from the respective  nucleonic 
squeezeout.  In  nucleonic  matter not  only the scattering 
cross section  but  also collective effects  (described by  the 
nuclear  equation  of  state) govern  the magnitude of  the 
squeezeout.  The pionic effect, however, is dominated by 
the NA-  NN cross section. 
We have  investigated  the azimuthal  angular distribu- 
tion of  pions in  heavy-ion collisions.  A preferential emis- 
sion of  high energy pions at midrapidity perpendicular to 
the reaction  plane is observed.  We find  this effect dom- 
- 
c~it  p, 2200 MeV 
0  1  2  3  4  J  6  8 
impact parameter b 
FIG. 4.  Distribution  of  the number of delta generations n.,  a 
pion goes through before its freezeout for n+  emitted in the re- 
action plane and perpendicular to it.  90% of the produced pions 
scatter at least once before  leaving  the reaction  zone.  The ob- 
served preferential emission  perpendicular to the reaction  plane 
is due to an excess of pions which on the average have  under- 
gone fewer collisions (5  2) than the pions in plane. 
Au(1AGeV)Au 
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inated  by  the  delta  absorption  channel.  High  energy 
pions emitted perpendicular to the reaction plane undergo 
less scattering than those in  plane and are an interesting 
new probe for the hot and early reaction zone. 
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